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European research and innovation policy highlights the importance of transnational scientific collaboration,
International collaborations in science concentrates and magnifies resources for conducting research and foster innovation. Often, individual institutions, or even individual European countries, cannot provide the right
capabilities by themselves. Joint facilities and Research Infrastructures (RIs) are therefore of high importance,
and through Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe nearly €5 bn EU funding is set aside for these institutions.

Abstract

Considering the large-scale funding and the perceived importance of RIs, a better understanding of their roles,
functions, and usefulness is highly relevant to of European integration studies. While ‘Research Infrastructures’ has become a fixed terminology of EU-policy, conceptually defining RIs remain a matter of academic
debate. We contribute to the “what is an RI?”-discussion by synthesizing existing literature and presenting
novel empirical data from the energy domain mapping of the Horizon 2020-project Research Infrastructures
in the International Landscape (RISCAPE).
We provide insights into the process of mapping an hitherto largely unknown landscape of global Energy RIs.
These insights touch upon both definitional issues relevant to the RI-field and methodological concerns for
future landscape analyses. Finally, the article suggests that when it comes to energy research, RI-terminology
might be misplaced as a catchall modern synonym for “gold standard world-class science”.
KEYWORDS: Research Infrastructures (RI), energy research, landscape analysis, European science policy, Horizon Europe, Europeanisation, Horizon Europe.

Research Infrastructures (RIs) are receiving increasing attention in the political organization of
science- and innovation systems. This is particularly true at the level of the European Union,
where some even talk of a ‘political hype around RIs’ (Hallonsten, 2020). The argumentative logic
behind the hype is such that modern scientific advancements require facilities and investments
beyond the capabilities of individual organizations, beyond even the capabilities of individual European countries. “Multinational collaboration in large- and mid-scale research infrastructure (RI)
is increasingly essential, as cutting-edge research requires costly and sophisticated instrumentation and national governments face financial constraints” (Moskovko & Teich, 2020). By pooling
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European resources, the European scientific community attains necessary capabilities, which
would otherwise be impossible to reach.
RIs provide more or less the perfect marriage of narratives for a European Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI)-policy dominated by the simultaneous and linked forces of globalization
and accountability (Elzinga, 2012). Research, technological development, and innovation policy has
become the second-largest Europeanized policy area in budgetary terms (Biegelbauer & Weber,
2018), and RIs fit nicely within dominant policy frames of “Europe as Laggard” and “Grand challenges” (Biegelbauer & Weber, 2018; Ryan, 2015). “Tackling grand challenges” is now a ubiquitous frame
in science and politics (Kaldewey, 2018), lending further legitimacy to the concept of Research
Infrastructures: Topics tackled by science today are so ‘grand’ that no one can go at it alone.
An economic logic for Research Infrastructures is also put forward. They are considered as a
strategic ‘pillar’ and an ‘engine of growth’ (Moskovko et al., 2019), and they are hailed as transformative (European Commission, 2020). They are also recipients of significant amounts of European funding. Budgets for Research Infrastructures ran up to € 1.7 billion in the 7th Framework
Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP7, 2007-2013), and € 2.48 billion in
the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme (2014-2020) (European Commission, 2020). Similar
amounts of funding are expected for the new Horizon Europe-programme (2021-2027).
Despite strong political prioritization and the considerable economic budgets, academic attention
for RIs has been lagging. Research Infrastructures remain a surprisingly understudied object of
interest. Much of the actual published literature on RIs thus stems from authors and co-authors
themselves involved in RIs. A majority of the academic RI literature is, therefore, in this sense,
the story as told by the RI community itself. The other key source of RI literature has derived from
a rather small group of Science- and Technology Studies-scholars with a particular dedication
to the field. However, with, in relative terms, a wealth of new publications (see e.g. Cramer &
Hallonsten, 2020; Cramer, 2020; Beck & Charitos, 2021), more neutral/critical reflections have
probably been published within the last few years than in the entire preceding period.
This article is somewhat of a hybrid between the internal RI/external STS-outset identified in the
existing literature. It is born out of the Horizon 2020-funded project Research Infrastructures in
the International Landscape (RISCAPE), which ran three years from 2017-2019 intending to map
international RI-landscapes across eight different scientific fields. The project funding was part of
the targeted European funds for RIs, and a majority of the consortium had direct ties to existing
RIs. The authors of this article contributed with the analysis of the energy research domain, without
any formal ties to Research Infrastructures (a reflection in part of the lack of previous coordination
within the European energy RI landscape in comparison to within other scientific disciplines).
The basic value proposition of the project was to illuminate a previously unknown aspect of RIs
of central importance to the development of European policy, namely which Research Infrastructures exist outside the EU? Before this mapping exercise, Research Infrastructures have been
held up as a necessity for Europe to succeed in the global scientific competition, but the identification and contribution of similar organizations elsewhere have been, essentially, a blind spot.
Little has been known about outside organizations, what kind of features these organizations
embody, and what the potential would be for shared collaborations to the benefit of European
researchers. Since literally billions are devoted to ensuring European institutions can compare
themselves favorably with others, this lack of knowledge is problematic. Similarly, potentially allocating large-scale funding only to replicate similar facilities elsewhere may not be the best use
of public funds. The motivation for providing a mapping of this unmapped landscape of non-EU
Research Infrastructures was therefore clear. The research methodology for the mapping exercise, and therefore for this article, was primarily based on qualitative, semi-structured interviews
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with international RIs supplemented by data gathering through field- and desktop research.
The results of this mapping exercise are available in the final project report (Asmi et al., 2019)
and through extensive domain mapping reports (all publicly available through the project website, www.riscape.eu). For this reason, this article focuses less on the outcomes, but instead
concerns some of the key steps needed to perform this mapping of an unmapped Energy Research Infrastructures-landscape:
i

How can a globally relevant Research Infrastructure be defined?

ii What constitutes an ‘energy research RI’?
iii Which organizational aspects should be mapped?
iv What kind of potential for internationalization of RIs can be identified?
v How could future mapping exercises be improved methodologically?

By answering these questions, we provide insights on how the field of RIs can be mapped, and
we simultaneously contribute to the emerging academic discussion on Research Infrastructures.
Our study also provides sparks for the discussion on whether scientific contributions scale with
size (cf. D´Ippolito & Rüling, 2019) or not (cf. Fortin & Currie, 2013). The findings suggest that
at least for the energy research domain, ascribing STI-primacy to Research Infrastructures as a
‘modern gold standard’ of science disproportionally benefits certain types of institutions, perhaps
at the expense of the majority of the field.
In other words, the article presents how the collection of information to the RISCAPE-project was
done and reflects upon the process of the project itself. This guides us to suggest solutions for
the challenges we faced, and which we believe might be emblematic of any attempt to map Research Infrastructures, at least within the energy research domain. The study, therefore, provides
empirical novelty with an overview of Energy RIs and general insights for the emerging RI literature. Our study also provides sparks for the discussion on whether scientific contributions scale
with size (cf. D´Ippolito & Rüling, 2019) or not (cf. Fortin & Currie, 2013). The findings suggest
that at least for the energy research domain, ascribing STI-primacy to Research Infrastructures
as a ‘modern gold standard’ of science disproportionally benefits certain types of institutions.
This could very well be at the expense of the majority of the field if funding allocation follows a
political RI-prioritization. At the end of the article, we also use the project process experiences to
suggest alternative ways for future mapping projects.
The article first situates Research Infrastructures in the context of European integration. This is
followed by a section on data, methods, and the RISCAPE-project. The main analytical section is
structured by the five mapping elements described above. Finally, the article is concluded with a
conclusion.
The historical development of scientific cooperation in Europe and the establishment of common
research organizations and research facilities has been well documented in the STI literature
(see e.g. Cramer et al., 2020; Hallonsten, 2012, 2014b; Papon, 2004, 2009). This development is
tightly interwoven with the establishment of post-war intergovernmental collaboration in Europe
on the one hand, and the Cold War advancement of “Big Science” competition in e.g. nuclear
physics on the other. The launch of the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) – to
this day, perhaps the most prominent Research Infrastructure in Europe – in the 1950s was Europe’s first postwar experience in large-scale cooperation (Cramer et al., 2020). It is worth noting
also that there is an element of anachronisms here; terms such as Research Infrastructure or
similar colloquial terms such as “Big Science” or “Megascience” were not used at the time, but
instead, they are applied retrospectively to previously established institutions.

Research
Infrastructures
in European
Integration
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After an early enthusiasm, interest in shared European facilities waned over the next decades. This
is not necessarily a unique European story. Our RISCAPE-analysis shows that many international
energy RIs were similarly established in the period between 1945 and 1960 – and only very few
in the decades following that. Still, a considerable chunk of the available academic RI literature
is essentially a Europe-focused retelling of post-war historical geopolitics, and then of the later
dilemmas faced on the bumpy road towards increased European integration. The actual scientific
relevance of the facilities often takes sidestep in this literature to the roles played by diplomacy in
establishing them, and to their role in establishing diplomatic cooperation in return.
Viewed through this historical lens research organizations, nominally purely about science, are
mired by complexity, “deeply embedded in (geo)politics and characterised by the same horse-trading as the jigsaw puzzle of political agreements that make up the European Union.” (Hallonsten,
2012). In retrospect, every major collaborative effort was conceived and established on an ad
hoc-basis, and new shapes and forms emerged for every new project. Final decisions on any
project are made at the highest political level, and decades of establishing and not-establishing
facilities reflected developing high-politics trends. This is not just a thing of the past, but something that seemingly continues to this day. National participation in projects, such as the example
of Russia participating in the European XFEL-project, is still seen as “the pursuit of [their] interests by other means” (Hallonsten, 2014b). The participation agreement has been characterized as
a much-needed symbolic act of unity in an otherwise ‘cold encounter’ of the German Chancellor
Merkel and Russian President Putin in a 2007 high-level summit.
Over the past 15 years, a distinct terminological and legal framework has developed around RIs
in the European STI-policy landscape. This includes the introduction of formal institutions such
as The European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) and European Research
Infrastructure Consortiums (ERIC). The European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures
provides a bi- or triannual roadmap of ESFRI Projects, which are new RIs in progress towards
implementation, and ESFRI Landmarks, which are successfully implemented RIs. Established
RIs are (sometimes, although not always) organized with the unique legal framework of a European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) (Lindstrøm & Kropp, 2017; Moskovko et al.,
2019; Ryan, 2019; Moskovko, 2020).
Untangling the development of Research Infrastructures in Europe from political processes of
European integration is difficult. The “concept of RIs has a political origin and apparent political
usefulness (…) it was most likely invented by EU policymakers for political purposes” (Hallonsten,
2020). A critical examination of European RI policy might raise the question of whether increased
prioritization of RIs is a necessary function of a desire for Europeanization of science, or whether
increased Europeanization is a necessary result of changing scientific needs. Both statements
probably have some truth to them.
As the XFEL-case highlights, RIs’ function in European integration processes is thus not limited to science itself, but also helpful for science diplomacy. By showcasing attractive access
to large-scale European research activities, EU RIs can be a useful tool for EU external foreign
policy (for literature on RI’s science policy function, see Moedas, 2016; Flatten, 2018; Moskovko
& Teich, 2020; for EU’s external engagement in science and research, see e.g. Prange-Gstöhl,
2017, 2019). European stakeholders have also attempted to upload the RI-concept to a wider
international level – to some success. The OECD Global Science Forum (GSF) has adopted the
term (OECD, 2017), co-opting the previous Megascience Forum established in 1992. The Group
of Senior Officials under the G7/G8 has done significant work in advancing RIs (GSO, 2017). Countries such as Australia and South Africa have also published national Research Infrastructure
roadmaps in the European vein within recent years. Academic literature on non-European RIs is
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also sparse, although there are notable exceptions related to at least China (Qiao et al., 2016; Xu
et al., 2017) and Brazil (Caliari et al., 2020).
RISCAPE can, as an international mapping funded by the European Commission after an initial
call process, be seen as another means of extending the European scientific and diplomatic footprint outside the European region.
This study and its data are based on the RISCAPE-project, which maps the non-EU RI-landscape
across eight scientific fields. From its outset, the project was developed as a complimentary resource to the existing ESFRI landscape analyses (e.g. ESFRI, 2018) of European scientific fields.
It was therefore constructed on the assumption that the European landscape is known, and that
the onus was on mapping the unknown landscape outside the European Research Area.

Data and
Methods

Each scientific field has its field-specific characteristics. While RISCAPE strived to have a project-wide systematic and shared methodology, refined through a series of internal project workshops, the mapping also needed to allow for domain-relevant circumstances. The general methodology of the project is visualized in Figure 1. This shows the analytical sequence from identifying an
RI, prioritizing and pre-selecting them against accepted criteria, making contact, gathering information directly from organizations, interpreting the gathered information, and analyzing it in context with the rest of the collected information.
The content, challenges, and results of some
of these steps are described in more detail in
the next chapter. RISCAPE aimed to collect
information mainly through virtual, directed
interviews with RI-representatives based on
a specific RISCAPE-questionnaire. The original design of the project research methodology thus heavily emphasized the use of
semi-structured in-depth interviews (see e.g
Leech, 2002). The project-wide questionnaire
consisted of 56 questions (available from
the project website), most of which were
open-ended. The questionnaire was designed
for the interviews to last for about one hour.
Since some of the questions related to practical details, these could be prefilled limiting
the time needed, and the questionnaire was
thus designed so that the interviews themselves could be done in around one hour.
However, for our work package the actual
interview sessions took up to 3,5 hours to
conduct, and the time potential interviewees
would need to spend was a major barrier for
engagement. In general, organizing the information collection proved to be rather difficult,
and methodological adjustments were made
accordingly, cf. chapter 4. Initial information gathering came through utilizing known European
sources. For the energy research domain desk research and virtual contacts were supplemented
with a stakeholder workshop in Brussels in July 2017 with representatives of European Energy RIs
listed on the ESFRI-roadmap or receiving Horizon 2020 Research Infrastructure-funding.

Figure 1
RISCAPE-methodology
(Asmi et al., 2019)
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In total, 37 international Energy RIs were contacted, with 11 of these interviewed with semi-structured interviews. Three of the interviews were conducted face-to-face, while the rest was done
through phone- and video meetings. The distribution of the non-EU Energy Research Infrastructures is shown in Figure 2 (the sum of the numbers exceeds 37, due to many RIs being active in
more than one energy research subfield).
Figure 2
Identified non-EU Energy
Research Infrastructures
(Asmi et al., 2019).

A majority of the identified RIs were located in North America (primarily in the USA) and Asia. The
project did not identify any RIs for the final list in neither the ASEAN region nor Africa. This could
be a result of initial bias within both researchers and stakeholders approached during the project:
RIs tend to pop up on the map in regions, where we knew where to look. While steps were taken to
handle this concern, it is hard to conclude, whether the issue was entirely eliminated. One originally
identified RI in South Africa was left off the final list for commercial reasons, cf. chapter 4.

Mapping an
unmapped Energy
RI-landscape:
Steps, results, and
considerations

This chapter highlights the most important and challenging steps of the mapping process, key
results related to the RI-landscape, and considerations with implications for similar exercises in
the future.
Defining relevant Research Infrastructures
The political hype around RIs has not been matched by any comprehensive definitional or categorization work (Hallonsten, 2020). This is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that a total of 60 RIs
have appeared on ESFRI-roadmaps, 1042 infrastructures are available in the online MERIL-database (Mapping of the European Research Infrastructure Landscape; MERIL, 2021), while Caliari
et al. (2020) identifies no less than 4857 research infrastructures in Brazil alone.
Cramer et al. (2020) suggest a useful differentiation between “research infrastructures” and “Research Infrastructures”. Anderson (2013) reminds of the definition of infrastructure in the American Heritage Dictionary as ‘the basic facilities, services and installations needed for the functioning of a community or society’ (cf. Anderson, 2013). We might say that research infrastructures
(non-capitalized) provide functions for a scientific community (a research group, a department,
or an institution), while Research Infrastructures provide functions for the (global) scientific community. This is illustrated in figure 3, which was adapted from the South African RI roadmap
(Department of Science and Technology, 2016) for the RISCAPE Energy work package.
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Figure 3
Zooming in on the right
Research Infrastructures

International relevance does not in itself make for a meaningful RI-definition, however. For RISCAPE, additional guiding principles were devised through the identification of commonalities between RI-definitions in previous scientific and policy literature (Asmi et al., 2019). First, RIs are
meant for research and science purposes. For an organization to fit the criteria of being an RI, it
is, therefore, a necessary condition that it is concentrated on supporting science.
This may sound self-evident, but it has major implications for mapping the energy RI landscape
in the energy sector. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, it excludes commercial actors for
whom research and supporting science is only a secondary goal of the organization. In energy
research, private and commercial actors make for a large share of total R&D spending, yet they
don’t show up on the RI-landscape when this criterion is applied. Secondly, the line between
commercial units and ‘real’ research entities is often blurred among potential RIs. As an example, nuclear facilities surveyed in RISCAPE enable the pharmaceutical industry with industrial
and medical radioisotopes. Supplying rare and valuable products right now is often as important
to the organizational narrative of societal impact (and the financing of its activities), as its contributions to long-term scientific advancements. Determining the balancing of dual scientific/
commercial purposes proved to be tricky during the mapping and case-by-case evaluations had
to be made. In the end, for example, one research reactor identified by GSO (2017) was left off
the map as ‘too commercial’. Thirdly, some facilities, especially related to nuclear research, also
perform dual balancing acts between serving national security needs and benevolent ideas of
supporting the scientific community.
The second guiding principle is that the mapping should not be limited to a universal definition of institutional arrangements. Various RI definitions use different terms such as institution,
organization, facilities, resources, and services. However, the distinction also used for the ESFRI-roadmaps between single-sited, distributed and virtual RIs have become commonplace,
and these concepts were also used for RISCAPE’s mapping. A third guiding principle is the concept of uniqueness used by some of the definitions. RIs, at least those of international interest,
must be distinguishable from each other, of a particular nature, or of a particular interest. This is
in the vein of the distinction above, namely that capitalized RIs serve the global scientific community. A fourth guiding principle is the suggestion of access. RIs do not, per sé, need to be public
organizations, but they should be accessible for public scientists in some form or another and
serve a diverse range of users beyond those employed by their own organization. This principle
has been less pressed by academic attempts to define the nature of RIs, but it is often integrated
into policy considerations of RIs. It is also an explicit feature of the ERIC-regulations (Moskovko et
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al., 2019). For the mapping of the energy research sector, the national security elements inherent
in e.g. nuclear research may complicate this aspect to some extent. A fifth and final guiding principle is longevity. Longevity is often overlooked by existing definitions, but long time horizons are
often implicitly assumed in both scientific and policy documents. For mappings such as RISCAPE
identifying organizations would also, quite frankly, be slightly pointless, unless the organization
was thought to play a role in the future.

Defining Energy
Research and
Energy Research
Infrastructures

The second step of the mapping process was to identify the features of Energy RIs. The ESFRI
Strategy Report and Roadmap (ESFRI, 2018) divides the energy domain into five main areas, which
themselves comprise several specific fields (illustrated including interrelations in Figure 4). Boundary issues are also challenging. Energy RIs are to a great extent interdisciplinary undertakings
(ESFRI, 2018: 48), and RISCAPE identified clear links between Energy RIs and physics (e.g. with nuclear synchrotrons), as well as with health research (nuclear medicine), engineering, and materials
research, green chemistry, high-performance computing, and environmental science.

Figure 4
Energy RIs Interplay
(ESFRI, 2018)

The 2018 ESFRI Roadmap features two ESFRI Landmarks in the energy sector and four ESFRI
projects. Jules Horowitz Reactor (JHR) is an experimental reactor facility intended to provide
scientific breakthroughs on nuclear fuel and materials. European Carbon Dioxide Capture and
Storage Laboratory Infrastructure (ECCSEL) was officially recognized as an ERIC in 2017. Two of
the four listed ESFRI-projects are in nuclear research (Multi-purposes hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications, MYRRHA; International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility-DEMO Oriented NEutron Source, IFMIF-DONES), while two others are related to renewable energy
(European Solar Research Infrastructure for Concentrated Solar Power, EU-SOLARIS, European
WindScanner Facility, WindScanner). WindScanner is a distributed RI focused on the characterisation of wind fields, while all other projects and landmarks are single-sited RIs. Remarkably, no
ESFRI RIs exist for the important cross-cutting building blocks (cf. Figure 4) of energy systems
integration and cross-sectional Energy RIs.
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The two ESFRI renewable energy (RE) RIs differ from the four other RIs by orders of magnitude
when it comes to the expected capital costs. WindScanner and EU-SOLARIS have expected capital
costs of around €6 million, IFMIF-DONES has an expected cost of €420 million, while the other three
RIs have capital costs exceeding €1 billion (ESFRI, 2018: 16). In other words, construction costs run
more than 100 times over for the largest single-sited RI compared to the only distributed RI. The
RISCAPE-mapping identified similar conclusions outside Europe. The ´cheapest´ RI in the dataset,
Canadian wind RI WindEEE, suggested their construction costs as around €30 million, while expert
estimations at Japan Atomic Energy Agency suggested capital values as large as €100 billion.
Overall, this is a notable finding with implications for the considerations of Research Infrastructures
as a research policy tool. Identified Energy RIs inside and outside Europe are likely to be single-sited
organizations with very high capital costs in proportions highly different from the make-up of energy research in general. By explicitly excluding commercial research, implicitly excluding research
closer to market maturity, and by focusing more or less only on facilities set-up for long-time
focus on single „grand challenge“ research question, the design of RIs is probably a bad fit to many
ongoing energy research activities. This was also indicated through RISCAPE‘s workshops with
European partners, where participants suggested preferences for agility, speed, and continuous
relevance over long-term institutional commitments. For these organizations, variable geometries
in research networks and collaborations may thus be preferable to institutionalized RI-status.
RISCAPE‘s mapping of the international RI landscape placed a particular emphasis of some organizational issues of special interest to the project‘s stakeholders. Some of these attributes
reflected an original project focus, some stemmed from initial project findings, and some were
explicitly suggested by project partners at the funding body, the European Commission. The
selection of organizational aspects of interest therefore not only divulges new information on
potential international partners but also highlights the mindset of the European RI community.
For the RISCAPE Energy domain, the first attribute mapped was the source of funding. The majority of interviewed RIs receive direct funding from respective federate governments. The Russian
nuclear facility JSC State Scientific Centre Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR) is a stateowned joint-stock company (under ROSATOM), which no longer receives direct federal funding, but
instead finances its activities through commercial contracts with Russian and international clients.
These contracts are equivalent to multi-annual funding, as they run for periods up to 10 years. Interviewed RIs, with minor exceptions, all professed to have either statutes or a business plan. Operational time horizons extend significantly beyond traditional 3-5 year science projects, although
financial time horizons might differ from the scientific facility planning. For example, two Brazilian
RIs noted that although they are strategic RIs, there is no long-term financial commitment from the
government. Funding decisions are instead negotiated yearly. This could make them a challenging
partner to work with unless the European RIs are ready to embrace uncertainty.
Some international RIs have very broad research portfolios, and they are therefore difficult to
compare with European RIs with a more focus. Complementarities are perhaps easiest to identify within nuclear research, where organizations are fewer, and the scientific purpose of each is
more elaborated. For surveyed international RIs, access for external researchers varies. Some
proclaim a 95%-100% access of their services available for external parties, while others only
have facilities externally available less than 25% of the time. Some nuclear facilities limit certain
types of access to internal personnel.
For decades, the principle that access to and sharing of data is essential to the conduct and advancement of science has been noted (Arzberger et al., 2004). Data policies have therefore become an important element of organizing research institutions, at least in Europe (Yu et al., 2017;
Ryan, 2019). International RIs were also asked about data policies; however, this subject did not
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raise the same kind of interest among the surveyed RIs, as it seemingly does among European
RIs and European funding organizations.
External academic literature on RIs often focuses on evaluating impacts in terms of both scientific
knowledge creation and socio-economic benefits. In particular, scientometric approaches have been
applied (Del Bo, 2016; Carrazza et al., 2016; Qiao et al., 2016), although contributions of Research
Infrastructures are often hard to trace through traditional measures of scientific progress such as
bibliometrics, publication, and citation counts (Hallonsten, 2014a; Mayernik et al., 2017). With the
recent ‘fetishization of accountability’ in science (Elzinga, 2012) costs, impacts, and benefits for the
wider society are also measured. Investments in science, here in Research Infrastructures, are thus
weighed against themselves, just like any other large public investment (Cló & Florio, 2020). Today,
a positive cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is necessary for RIs to gain access to European funds, and a
CBA should be carried out in the preparatory phase of new ESFRI-projects. Studies show e.g. the
economic impact of technological procurement at CERN (Castelnovo et al., 2018), the derived social
benefits of large-scale RIs (Florio & Sirtoti, 2016), or the technology transfer, spillover, and impact
of entrepreneurship derived from them (Scarrá & Piccaluga, 2020).
RISCAPE‘s responding RIs follows scientific impacts closely, either by the RI itself or by a third
party (an almost even split among respondents). It is common to publish an annual report of the
RI‘s scientific achievements online. Socio-economic impact, however, is not followed to near the
same degree among the responding RIs. An outlier is RIAR in Russia, which showcases its importance for the development of Dimitrovgrav City and the Ulyanovsk Region (the city and region,
where its located). For RIAR, it is important to be able to attract talented scientists to the. The
organization, therefore, publishes such regional data as local health of citizens, average salary,
etc. This was one of the best examples in the study of a surprising best practice, which might
inspire both European RI practitioners and academic observers of the field.

Integration and
internationalization
potential

An important part of mapping was to identify potential opportunities for further collaborations with
Europan entities. Many surveyed RIs already partake in collaborations with European researchers
and organizations. Some respondents noted international organizations and initiatives – EUREKA,
IAEA, Mission Innovation - as important for developing international partnerships. The international
and joint initiatives generally seemed to be valued higher than initiatives based on European outreach.
A clear feature in interviews and other research was the pride many Energy RIs outside Europe
held of their self-developed facilities (for example, in nuclear energy research), which can be
served as complementary to the EU facilities. For example, China has become largely self-sufficient in reactor design and construction, and relative to the rest of the world, one of its major
strengths is the nuclear supply chain. In South Korea, National Fusion Research Institute prides
itself on having constructed the world-class fusion research device named KSTAR with domestic
technology. It also gets involved in the ITER Korea Project, which has a long timeline until 2042
and beyond. At the same time, RIs generally express satisfaction with using technologies from
the EU countries to improve their own facilities, and some of the non-EU RIs also attach great
importance to the cooperation with the EU RIs.
Summarizing, we identified a great deal of interest in collaborating with European RIs, but conditional on the terms and interests of the surveyed organizations. Increasing collaborations with
European partners is not an organizational priority in itself for non-European RIs.

Methodological
considerations for
future mapping
exercises

As RISCAPE set out to map the unknown landscapes, we attempted to actively limit known biases and to uncover information in parts of the world the European research community was less
familiar with. This quickly proved challenging. For example, for desk research and information
gathering, a simple, but major methodological challenge was to look beyond only organizations
with regularly updated English-language websites. Many large-scale organizations do not seem
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to put much effort into general communication outreach to English-speaking audiences, but perhaps instead find other avenues of reaching their scientific audiences.
Even with identification and contacts in order, linguistic and cultural challenges proved more notable than assumed at the outset of the project. For the energy domain mapping, we, therefore, added
researchers with various local cultural and language skills to the team. Native-tongue interviews
were eventually conducted in English, Russian, Chinese, and Brazilian. There was a clear tendency
among the answers that more detailed answers were given in the respondent’s mother tongue
compared to when respondents were forced to respond in English. Some interviews were also
conducted face-to-face with visits at the international facilities which provided the interviewer with
a much richer understanding of the reality and environment of the surveyed RI.
For similar, potential organizational mappings, it might therefore be suggested to put more emphasis on cultural and linguistic skills, and the ability to reach respondents within their natural
environment. This would most likely be at a cost of more simplified and systematic cross-field
data collection, but reward the examining researchers with richer and more informative results.
Similarly, to enhance international RI collaboration, European organizations should probably be
advised to be open to meeting different organizational, legal, linguistic, and budgetary frameworks even within the same ‘global research scientific community’ of their given fields.
This article presents the landscape analysis mapping of international Research Infrastructures
(RIs) in the energy research domain, which was carried out as part of the Horizon 2020 RISCAPE-project. The article presented both how information was collected and reflections upon the
process itself. We provide guidelines for how to define globally relevant Research Infrastructures,
and how this question can be approached with the specific focus on the energy research field.
A lot of emphases is being put on RIs in European Union policy. This is also reflected by the
allocation of hundreds of millions of euros annually of European funds, which are dedicated to
supporting and developing RIs. Despite this strong policy preference for the concept, academic attention has been limited, and knowledge of the field outside the European Research Area
almost non-existent. This article helps alleviate these dual issues with a particular focus on
international energy research.
The global mapping reflected the definitional problems with categorizing RIs and the boundary
issues which quickly arise when trying to identify RIs unique to the energy domain. The mapping
also showed skewed distributions of the Energy RIs, which is suggested as an endemic feature
of trying to squeeze the RI framework down on the energy research field: It disproportionally
benefits specific types of single-sited institutions with large-scale construction costs. In Europe,
funding for energy RIs is thus dominated by nuclear research institutions (1 ERIC, 2 ESFRI projects) and for a RI working with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS, 1 ERIC). Renewable energy RIs
exist on the ESFRI roadmap but at a scale of 100 times lower capital costs. Issues such as energy
efficiency or smart energy distribution are not covered by RIs at all. The international mapping
showed somewhat identical situations outside Europe as well. A notable finding of this article
is therefore that there might arise a future paradox if European research policy simultaneously
prioritizes Research Infrastructures as a favored research mechanism and seeks to prioritize the
transition to non-nuclear sustainable energy as a forefront European grand challenge.
The article also showcases some of the organizational aspects, which the European RI-community stresses in its examination of international Research Infrastructures: Economical information, such as construction costs, annual budgets, and main sources of funding; legal frameworks,
such as the existence of statutes; organizational policies, such as data policies and access policies; and scientific impact, including the ways the organizations themselves follow and measure these. Our mapping showed us that these lenses were indeed very ‘European’, and that
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a global RI-mapping will not result in answers to the above aspects within a few preselected
choices. Instead, identified international RIs are very a very heterogeneous group. While potential
for greater international RI-collaboration was identified, openness to alternative organizational
frameworks is therefore a necessity to harness the collaborative potential
Finally, our study provide insights on methodological improvements for future mapping exercises.
Data collection proved to be much more efficient and rich when international, regional expertise was
added to the research team. This should be considered also for future international landscape analyses, in which designing teams with a variety of linguistic and cultural skills might be more rewarding
than designing teams with deep (but similar) knowledge of the scientific field under investigation.
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